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New Program Leadership!

 This past fall, Dr. Colin Begg and Dr. Margaret Du 
joined the QSURE leadership team. Along with Dr. Kay See 
Tan, they will be providing direction and programmatic guid-
ance for the program. 
 Dr. Tan, who has played an active leadership role 
since the onset of QSURE, will work with Dr. Du as the pro-
gram Co-Directors. Dr. Begg has led the department as Chair 
for over 30 years and brings a trove of experience that will 
prove invaluable to QSURE.  Richard Koppenaal will continue 
to provide administrative support. The change in leadership 
followed the departure of program leaders Elena Elkin and 
Jaya Satagopan. Dr. Elkin is now a Professor of Health Policy
and Management at Columbia University, and Dr. Satagopan is 
now a Professor of Biostatistics at Rutgers University. Please join us in 
congratulating Elena and Jaya on their exciting new positions, and the 
new leadership team!

Follow QSURE on LinkedIn!

QSURE at ICEC

For more information. please visit:
www.mskcc.org/QSURE
bstQSURE@mskcc.org 
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    In September, the QSURE team trav-
eled to Salt Lake City, Utah, to present at the 
2019 International Cancer Education Confer-
ence. Shireen Lewis presented a poster on “The 
administrative nuts and bolts of implementing an 
undergraduate research experience program at 
a free-standing cancer center.”  Kay See and Jaya 
gave an oral presentation entitled, “Implementing a 
responsible conduct of research curriculum for an 
undergraduate summer internship program.”   

Since its inaugural year in 2018, the goal of the QSURE program has been to help 
undergraduate students prepare for a career in quantitative science research. It is with 
that same goal in mind that we publish our first issue of the QSURE Newsletter. We 
hope that it will help bring increased awareness to QSURE while also documenting 
the achievements of our alumni and the program as a whole. 

Thank you for your support!
The QSURE Team

A Note On Our First IssueSummer 2020’s Virtual Program

       The class of 
2019 had themselves 
a busy summer! In ad-
dition to the work for 
their research proj-
ects, the QSURE fel-
lows went on four field 
trips around NYC, 
spent time with several guest lecturers, and had lunch with mem-
bers of the QSURE alumni of 2018. And as a 
little end-of-summer outing, they also visit-
ed the National Museum of Mathematics - a 
much deserved rewards for their hard work. 
     Additionally, although the summer 
had long since ended, alumni Hector Moran 
and Mohammed  Rahman represented 
QSURE at Hunter College’s summer in-
ternship fair in October! We thank them, as 
well as all of our alumni, for their continued 
efforts on behalf of QSURE. 

Dr.Elena Elkin 
(above) and 
Dr. Jaya Satagopan 
(below)

Hector Moran (L), Dr. Kay See 
Tan (middle) and Mohammed 
Rahman (R)

Find our page at linkedin.com/company/QSURE and stay up to date on 
all things QSURE! To our Alumni: if you have any personal achieve-
ments or updates, please notify us at bstqsure@mskcc.org

Dr. Kay See Tan (L), Shireen Lewis, 
MPA (middle), and Dr. Jaya Sata-
gopan (R)
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 This summer the QSURE class of 2020 joined the Depart-
ment of Epidemiology and Biostatistics via a new 8-week virtual 
program. This year’s class comprised 9 students who worked with our 
faculty to tackle innovative quantitative research questions in biosta-
tistics, epidemiology, health outcomes, and computational oncology. 
Our students also took full advantage of the scores of seminars and 
workshops--most of them via web conferencing. The virtual program 
was made possible by the tireless dedication of our mentors and the 
support of the department. We are so grateful to everyone who made 
the program possible under very challenging circumstances!
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